The open channel Surges due to sudden changes of flow depth creates Celerity (Wave Velocity) in the flow in addition to the normal water velocity of the channels. These waves travel in the downstream and sometimes upstream of the channels depending on the various situations. The propagation of the Surges becomes positives or negatives depending on its crest and the trough of the waves. Therefore on this topic, these principals are presented in the analytical methods.
Introduction
The sudden changes of flow in open channel results in the increase or decrease of flow depth is called the "SURGE" in open channel. This could take place when there is a breaching of dams due to earthquake or regulating the hydropower sluice gates. Hence results in positive and negative surges in downstream river channel or in downstream tail channel of hydropower projects. This phenomenon also governs when there would be flood (unsteady flow) during monsoon period in natural river channels and the hydrograph significantly varies with rising and falling as the rainfall takes it peak period. The flood wave which generates during the positive or negative surges is called the celerity (wave velocity) of the flood in unsteady flow situation.
This positive or negative surge sometimes travels downstream or upstream depending on the situation. The increase in flow depth would become the crest of the surges and the decrease in the flow depth would become the trough of the surges.
Fig 1 Propagation of low wave in channel
The celerity or speed of propagation relative to the water is given by where y is the water depth. Therefore the velocity of the wave relative to a stationary observer is: 
2.
Analytical Methods
The upstream positive surge wave
Consider the propagation of a positive wave upstream in a frictionless channel resulting from gate closure (shown in fig)
Fig 5 Upstream Positive Surges
The front of the surge wave is propagated upstream at celerity, c, relative to the stationary observer.
To the observer, the flow situation is unsteady as a wave front passes; to an observer travelling at a speed, c, with the wave the flow appears steady although non-uniform. The following fig shows the surge reduced to steady state.
Fig 6 The continuity equation is:
The momentum equation is:
Where and are respective depths of the centres of area. From simplification, we get
In the special case of rectangular channel,
: 2
From the above equation, it can be written as
The hydraulic jump in a stationary surge. Putting 0 , in the above equation,
where, Jump equation is:
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In the case of a low wave where approaches then equation becomes
And in still water 0 ……………………………..………………………………….7
The downstream positive surge
This type of wave may occur in channel downstream from a slice gate at which the opening is rapidly increased. See figure below 
Negative Surge Waves
The negative surge wave appears to a stationary observer as a lowering of the liquid surface. Such wave occurs in the channel downstream from the control gate the opening of which is rapidly reduced or in the upstream channel as the gate is opened. The wave front can be considered to be composed of a series of small waves superimposed on each other. Since the uppermost wave has the greatest depth it travels faster than those beneath; the retreating wave front therefore becomes flatter. the crest is therefore, ; the trough 3 2
In the case of a downstream negative surge in a frictionless channel as shown below a similar approach yields; ; again 2 2 ; 3 2 ; 3 2
Fig 11 Downstream negative surges

The Dam Break
Fig 12 Dam Break illustration
The dam, or gate, holding water upstream at depth and Zero velocity, is suddenly removed.
From equation
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